LANGUAGE, CONTEXT AND TIME
Three issues at the heart of partnering remotely
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During the design lab…
…we held three brief sessions (15 minutes each) with parMcipants working in pairs and holding a ‘back
to back’ conversaMon (siRng with their backs to each other). The intenMon was to mimic long-distance
conversaMons where those conversing were not in the same place and having to listen and speak with
the constraints that remote conversaMons can bring.
With the ﬁrst (language) the pairs were invited to start by using their own ﬁrst language and to record
(in their individual journals) how it felt not to understand or be understood and how much harder it
can be to operate in a second or third language. AWer this, to go on to a more general exploraMon
about the issue and impact of language in partnering remotely.
With the second (context) the pairs were invited to try and convey as vividly as possible their typical
partnering context (head oﬃce, ﬁeld etc) so the other could understand the drivers, constraints and
possibly very diﬀerent set of circumstances in which they each had to operate and see how well they
could convey this in words rather than images.
With the third (Mme) the pairs were asked to explore the
issue from a range of perspecMves considering, for example,
how oWen ‘lack of Mme’ is used an excuse for poor
partnering, slow delivery, lack of contact etc. and also
explore examples of where Mme had been a key
inﬂuencer with regard to a partnership’s eﬀecMveness
and in what ways.
What follows are the ‘post it’ note comments parMcipants
shared from their reﬂecMons aWer the three conversaMons.

LANGUAGE

Language as a key issue:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Careful / precise us of language is criMcal to all
partnerships but even more so in remote
partnering
Non naMve speakers have a more restricted
repertoire and this can cause criMcal
misunderstandings
Language can reinforce diﬀerence and isolaMon –
can become a ‘blank’ communicaMon
Being understood is very important to being
known and acknowledged
Should be addressed up front as a key issue to
make sure everyone is understood and able to say
what they want / need to
The dominance of English in partnerships
worldwide has a major impact on power dynamics
The risk of those speaking the dominant language
having too much ‘say’ in who sits at the table

Speciﬁc challenges include:
•
•
•
•
•

EmoMonal responses eg isolaMon, uneasiness,
sense of being leW behind / feeling unimportant
Loss of accuracy and / or depth
Risk of misinterpretaMon / misunderstanding
Those who start the conversaMon set the tone and
‘posiMon’ how the conversaMon will go (making it
hard to step away or disagree)
Heavy reliance on those translaMng / interpreMng –
how to check for accuracy?

Ideas for doing things diﬀerently:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check out and check oWen that speakers are really
being understood
Avoid cultural use of language that may not work
in other cultures (irony, sarcasm etc.)
Co-create a non-linguisMc moMf / image to
communicate in other ways
Be very conscious of the culture, norms and use of
technology across diverse contexts / sectors
CulMvate partners’ capacity for diplomacy
especially in feeding back with partners
Find a ‘common language’ using music, visuals and
other forms of communicaMon

“Language makes what we feel and think visible.
Un7l we ‘say’ we o<en can’t ‘see’. The diﬃculty is
o<en having the courage to speak and the capacity to
say things in ways that others can hear”

Poten;al of language to change things:
•
•
•

Addressing language barriers can be a ‘door
opener’ to addressing real communicaMon
challenges and to being honest and open
Use the opportunity to interrogate the meaning
and values underlying choice of words
Choose partnership-building words, use new terms
to change language habits / assumpMons

CONTEXT

Context challenges include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distance / language / culture / knowledge
A sense of constraint from not really knowing each
others context (gets worse when not spoken about)
The deﬁniMon of ‘success’ can be context speciﬁc and
very diﬀerent within one partnership
Context can strongly inﬂuence both organisaMonal
and individual behaviours
Risks may be very diﬀerent in each partners’ context
Transparency can be especially diﬃcult in diﬀerent
contexts and across distance
Many feel very isolated and locked into their context

Advice:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Check out assumpMons / preconcepMons about other
partners’ contexts
Examine insMtuMonal and locaMonal issues in
advance of the partnership
Stop using ‘context’ as an excuse for doing nothing
Fit our plans into the space available and stop
complaining about the size / limitaMons of the space
Build understanding of context so it becomes part of
the whole picture of diversity rather than a ‘problem
to be solved’
Develop skills in ‘shucle diplomacy’
Respond rather than react (makes a big diﬀerence)

“Remember that people won’t change unless / un7l they
feel acknowledged and understood”

Possible ac;ons:
•
•
•
•

•

Risk analysis and miMgaMon measures should be
context-speciﬁc
Always ask each other about context ‘rules’ and
norms and why they are important
Explore and establish what can be challenged and
changed and what cannot
Use remote partnering approaches in ways that build
sense of connectedness and an individual’s authority
and conﬁdence to challenge context limitaMons
Work on the partnering principles together to take
account of context constraints and opportuniMes

Building beBer understanding:
•
•

•
•

Tell each other stories that illustrate / explain
context
Develop communicaMon skills (speaking clearly /
vividly, listening carefully, checking understanding,
using images
Exchange photos / images (of community, work
environment, local newspapers)
Meet (even on line) in each other’s context rather
than ‘half way’
“Be honest and open about your context. O<en the
context deﬁnes the work and limita7ons for the
partnership. It may be beyond our capacity to
change but it is important we understand
and work with it”

TIME

Time as an indicator of commitment:
“Taking 7me to do things carefully / well and
commiJng 7me to partnership building is a mark of
respect for other partners”
•
•
•
•

How you allocate Mme to the partnership is a
conscious choice about your sense of responsibility,
respect and making the partnership a priority
The amount of Mme allocated is oWen a good
indicator of the value partners give the partnership
The amount of Mme needed for partnership-building
is always underesMmated and under-valued
Building trust takes Mme and cannot be rushed

Other issues around ;me:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Time can also mean ‘pace’ – ie are things going too
fast / too slow
It takes Mme to get to understand and by the Mme
you understand the situaMon has changed
Everyone works to diﬀerent Mme schedules /
expectaMons
Huge variaMon in what Mme people are willing to give
Time zone diﬀerences can be very challenging (with
some always having to get up in the night to join a
call)
Short Mme frames (‘blind panic’) can be useful in
bringing focus, energy, dynamism, movement,
results

Advice:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using Mme well is a discipline
Think of Mme as a driver not an impediment
Partners need to be both paMent and impaMent!
Take Mme to build conﬁdence and skills of all
partners
Factor in some ‘social’ and ‘quality’ Mme (especially
long-distance where this can easily be overlooked)
Take account of partners’ Mme zone and cultural
realiMes (eg public or religious holidays)
Spend Mme preparing for remote meeMngs
Manage Mme on calls well and creaMvely
Build in ‘buﬀer’ Mme around important calls – don’t
always rush to ﬁnish

Prac;ce using ;me beBer:
•

•

Explore diﬀerent acMviMes that can make the most of
Mme – including social Mme, using the senses, giving
space to get to know each others contexts /
constraints / mood etc
Above all, be realisMc and enable partners to operate
with a good work-life balance – Mme for sleep, family
etc. – when they partner they will be more relaxed
and engaged

“Help partners re-frame 7me as a friend rather ‘the
enemy’ and help partners get beMer at making 7me and
challenging each other when 7me is used as an excuse
for poor par7cipa7on?”

In addiMon to these insights, how might this methodology be
used with partners in a long-distance partnership?
•

•
•
•
•
•

IdenMfy a key topic or underlying issue that is having an impact (probably
presenMng as an unspoken discomfort or challenge) and set aside a speciﬁc
Mme to explore (probably quite short and focused sessions, maybe iniMally
in pairs and then shared with the wider group)
Agree as a group whether there are any lessons / suggesMons for how to
address any speciﬁc challenges in the way the partnership works going
forwards
Perhaps experiment with some opMons and decide which work best for the
group as a whole
Consider whether these could form the basis of (or be added to) a series of
‘principles’ that will underpin this partnership going forwards
Agree whether these should be added in to any collaboraMon agreement to
ensure they are adhered to (and changed when appropriate)
Use this as a model for the partners to co-create their
own version of partnering good pracMces

